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Fighting the good fight, based on verifiable

information/ intelligence gathering, and just good

common sense is difficult especially on an uneven

battlefield. And, sadly, very few battles are won based

on facts. Massaging the numbers, bending the map,

opinions used as facts, simply burying the facts in reams

of information, deflection or hiding information,

disinformation and scare tactics( aka E- coli)  they

CAN all add up to victory...."The Art of War"      look at

history.  Pleading a cause through a 2- 3 widow is

hard send to city Monday my complete paper on

this issue.    ccess me through Shoemaking.com, glad to

send you a copy...big file

Ted Hall, Julie, Carol, John, Jim, Terry and a host of

others and an overwhelming majority of the 86

citizens and homeowners along the canal can sense a

NIGHTMARE in the air I sure do.  "Well they' re only



1% of Ashland' s households" it's that greater good
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argument... that rhetoric from PW... i     ""ting. We' re

responsible, fact based canaries and we' re chirping as

loud as we can.  Mature, fact based adults spot

boondoggles** II!!!

Have you walked the canal? Council,...If you have read

Plato, you might sense this a moment to transend, make

the hard decision, and become modern day Philosopher

KingsTRemember Occum' s Razor The middle way

suggest:   Alternative # rehabilitate the pipes,  great

technology,     the open areas with FRS,  a

minimally invasive innovative technology with over a

century of proven success. .Alternative # 3, in the city' s

version, (finer and pored forms, is almost as invasive as



Alternatives 1 & 2.  FRS is taylor made for this type of

application, being stronger, lasting longer, and, with an

ease of application, and considerable savings for all of

us. Nothing gets ripped up, including lives....4months

fixed, minimally invasive, money saved, fewer trees

wacked ,aesthetics and value respected and preserved

VS instead a 2 year invasive nightmare/ trainwreck.  I

Can you see it can you?

Gettysberg:  A little History

Third Day,

Lee exhausted, sick, desperate, without info

intelligence from General Jeb Stuart, Stonewall has

recently passed,... conceives of Pickett's charge.



Longstreet who' s tactics are still taught at military

colleges. Tells Lee.... NO 15, 000 MEN WHO EVER LIVED

CAN TAKE THAT POSITION. Lee prevails and Sends

15,000 men 3/4 of a mile across an open field into

Cannister firirartillery saying "take that hill"

10,000 are shredded 7, 000 fatally.

A MOANING,HOWLING WAGON TRAIN 55 MILES

LONG leaves GETTYBERG in the week that follows

As the survivors return from the charge Lee says . " It

was all my fault"

It was the last time he said That.

Until his death, he blamed failure onieveryone else,

At is

especially Longstreet 11111E CANARY IN THE MINE


